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New Take your office with you!
PSION 3a. The world's best-selling palmtop com-
puter is small enough to slip into a pocket, yet fea-
tures 1 MB of RAM, a word processor compatible
with Microsoft Word, a sophisticated Lotus
123® compatible spreadsheet, and a database
that's a snap to use. In fact, everything about
PSION is easy to use, thanks to the icons and
drop -down menus throughout all levels of func-
tions. A built-in thesaurus and spell checker have
been added to this new model.
Agenda screens are the most convenient and
versatile available. Time management tools in-
clude a schedule keeper with "ringing" alarm,
anniversary reminder with "soft bells," and a

to-do list. Optional cables let you hook up to a
printer, another computer or a modem. Add the

optional interface to send faxes. 25-3210 499.00
Parallel printer link cable. (25-3206 CMC) RSU 10460020 59.99
Serial cable/interface to PC. (25-3205 CMC) RSU 10460012 119.99
Plus there are many more Psion accessories available-details in store.

1.11Mini

Easy -to -use drop -down Microsoft Word com-
menus throughout patible word processor
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Lotus 1-2-3 compati- Scheduler/anniversary
ble spreadsheet reminder with alarm

32K organizer with icon menu
EC -357. LCD displays icons of the functions-
just select symbol of the function you want
and press Enter. Stores up to 500 entries and
recalls names instantly with easy -to -use
Search function. Calendar, scheduler with
alarm, clock with home and world times. 10 -
digit calculator, memo pad. 65-866... 59.99
Data transfer cable. Links EC -357 to another
EC -357. (65-137 CMC) RSU 10038123 19.99
PC link. (65-848 CMC) RSU 10279982 79.99

Personal organizer/scheduler
EC -212. Stores more than 250 entries-
name, company name, address, phone and
fax numbers. Searches for entries by either
person's name or company name. Finds
names instantly with Search or by scrolling.
Scheduler with alarm keeps you on time for
appointments. Date and time display, world -
time clock, home time with alarm, calendar,
10 -digit calculator. 65-830 39.99

Phone director)/
with speed -dialer

New Organizer with spell checker
EC -369. Pocket powerhouse features a 400 -
name directory, 80,000 -word phonetic
spelling checker, clock/calendar, 12 -digit cal-
culator and currency converter. Recall any
name in the directory instantly with search
function, or scroll though alphabetized list.
Easy -to -use spell checker-just enter the
word the way it sounds and get back the cor-
rect spelling. 65-882 39.99

Directory "tells the number
EC -353. Incredibly convenient-find the
name you want instantly with the easy -to -use
Search function, then touch a button. The
talking directory announces the phone num-
ber out loud so you can dial in a single,
smooth operation, without having to recheck
the number. Also has scheduler with alarm,
12 -digit calculator, clock/calendar and cur-
rency converter. 65-852 34.99

Electronic
Organizers

64K organizer with same ease -
of -use as popular PC programs
EC -356. LCD displays icons for functions-
simply select the symbol of the function you
want and press Enter. Stores up to 1000 en-
tries. Has scheduler with alarm, anniversary re-
minder, memo pad, monthly calendar, clock
with home and world time. 65-865 79.99
Data transfer cable. Links two EC -356 organizers
together. (65-137 CMC) RSU 10038123 19.99

PC link. (65-848 CMC) RSU 10279982 79.99

New Pocket data organizer
with scheduler and phone dialer
EC -379. Carry the convenience of an electronic
desktop dialer with you anywhere you go!
Stores up to 600 complete business card
entries-name, address, phone/fax numbers,
and notes. Instantly recalls names with easy -to -
use Search function. To dial the number, simply
hold near the phone's mouthpiece and touch a
button. Works with any Touch -Tone phone.
Scheduler alarm keeps you on time for appoint-
ments. Memo pad, 10 -digit calculator, world
time, clock/calendar. 65-876 69.99
PC link. (65-850 CMC) RSU 10288553 49.99

Psion is a registered trademark of Psion, Inc.
Items with an RSU number are available fast, delivered direct to your door from Radio Shack Unlimited.


